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PULSE Delivers Participants New Products,
Greater Value

T

hroughout 2007 PULSE’s list of
network enhancements and successes continued to grow. These
accomplishments resulted in strong
transaction and participation growth, as
well as increased value for all network
participants.
Transaction and Revenue Growth
PULSE’s 2007 fiscal year, which
ended on November 30, was truly exceptional. Total transaction volume for the
year increased by 23 percent over 2006,
and volumes in the fourth quarter of
2007 increased by 25 percent over the
comparable period in 2006.
In April, PULSE implemented fee
changes that resulted in an average
increase in PIN debit interchange revenues to card issuers of approximately 8
percent. Since January 2005, PULSE has
increased PIN debit interchange revenue
to card issuers by more than 25 percent.
Network Participation
PULSE added numerous new participants to the network this year, as well as
extending and expanding relationships
with several long-standing participants.
Among the agreements that were
announced in 2007:
• Bank of America expanded its
relationship
• Comerica signed an exclusive PIN
debit agreement
• BancorpSouth signed a new longterm agreement that included
exclusive PIN debit services
• UMB Financial Corp. extended its
participation and signed an exclusive PIN debit pact

• Frost, one of the seven institutions
that co-founded PULSE, extended
its participation in the network
with an agreement that includes
exclusive PIN debit services
• Woodforest National Bank, a 25year participant in PULSE, agreed
to extend its participation
• California-based United Commercial Bank joined the network
• Pennsylvania-based Adams County
National Bank joined PULSE with
exclusive PIN debit agreement, and
will issue Discover® Debit cards
Service Enhancements
In 2007, PULSE made substantial
investments in areas important to
financial institutions, such as fraud
prevention. In September, the network
launched DebitProtectSM, a fraud detection system that uses neural network
technology to evaluate key transaction
characteristics against a customized,
constantly evolving risk model. The system provides an early warning alert to
institutions to predict the probability
that a transaction is fraudulent.
PULSE also began offering dedicated
customer service network-wide through
its new account management team in
2007. These individuals are available to
assist all network participants in making
the most of their debit programs.

highest possible switch availability. These
include:
• Active-active processing, an option
enabling processors to switch
instantaneously from one PULSE
platform to another, thus minimizing downtime in the event of a
platform outage
• Local node stand-in, an alternative
configuration to active-active that
provides stand-in capability at both
switch platforms
• Transaction distributor, an application that increases transaction
routing efficiency

Recurring PINless Bill Pay, a new
feature of the PINless Bill Pay service,
allows consumers to automatically pay
recurring bills with a debit card and
issuers to earn interchange income.
The service increases convenience and
security for debit cardholders, while
simplifying the collection process for
billers and supporting the continued
shift from paper-based to electronic
payments.
(continued on page 7)

Products
PULSE introduced
two valuable new
products this year.
Perks EverydaySM, an easy-to-implement debit rewards program, can help
debit card issuers build customer loyalty
and increase card usage. Perks Everyday
provides everything financial institutions
need to launch and maintain a successful
rewards program.

Network Reliability
As part of its mission to provide
exceptional reliability and availability,
PULSE has implemented a series of network updates designed to achieve the

Sign up now for the
Online Registration Now Available

Make plans now to join PULSE for the P3 conference.
To register or for more information, visit www.pulse-eft.com/conference.
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Webinars Deliver
Strategies to Enhance
Bottom Line

ear PULSE Participant,
Like many of you, I

W

ith the constant changes in
the debit card industry, how
can institutions meet new
technological challenges, stay ahead of
expenses and build profits? The PULSE
Debit Card Profitability Webinar Series
presented in November offered several
suggestions for growing profits while
managing internal resources and taking
advantage of emerging technologies.
Four informative perspectives were
offered. The first, from Mike LeClaire,
product and project manager for PULSE
Debit Solutions®, analyzed trends in the
payment industry that are affecting
institutions’ bottom lines.
Although debit card growth stands
at 20 percent annually, it is an industry
faced with issues such as increasing debit
card fraud and identity theft. LeClaire
suggested that institutions should carefully analyze their data to determine the
effectiveness of their debit card portfolio
strategy and to capitalize on new trends.
He also indicated that targeted marketing programs can be an important part
of an institution’s growth strategy, once
an institution gathers cardholder details
such as the number of cards, number and
type of transactions and amount of spend
per card.
The second and third webinars were
presented by Jeff Trachtman, principal,
PPS LLC. In his first session, Trachtman
presented statistics that would indicate
profitability can be driven by growing
the issuers’ heavy debit card usage segment and by converting their non-users
through education of benefits or rewards.
Since debit card account access is more
profitable for an institution than traditional banking methods, institutions
would be wise to build debit card usage

find it helpful to reflect

on the events of the past as the new
year begins. PULSE had a great year
in 2007. As discussed at length in the
lead article of this issue of
PULSATIONS, it truly was one of the
best years since our inception in terms
of growth in total transaction volume,

Dave Schneider

expanded network participation,

”I believe much of the

increased value delivered to

success we enjoyed in

enhanced products and services, and
participants.
I believe much of the success we

2007 stems from the

enjoyed in 2007 stems from the

personal relationships

managers maintain with you, our

personal relationships our account

our account managers

financial institution participants.

maintain with you, our

closely with you to ensure that your

These dedicated individuals work

financial institution

institution receives the debit products

participants.”

profitable electronic payments

and services you need to operate a
program.

Our efforts to maximize the benefits of your participation include developing
and offering a wide range of value-added services. For example, we completed and
released the 2007 Debit Issuer Study, a comprehensive analysis of the U.S. debit
card industry. In the areas of education, we conducted 26 webinars in 2007 covering a wide range of debit-related subjects for more than 9,000 attendees. We also
distributed a host of printed and electronic educational materials in support of our
annual ATM & Debit Card Safety Awareness Month campaign in June 2007.
Many of you joined us in Las Vegas last April for the PULSE conference. I
enjoyed seeing those of you who attended, and I look forward to spending time
with more of you at our 2008 event. Together, we will focus on the latest advances
in fraud protection, best-in-class performance practices and proven strategies for
maximizing debit profitability.
One of the ways we helped you realize higher profits in 2007 was by expanding
your debit program reach. When your financial institution teams with PULSE,
your cardholders get access to 100 percent of the top 250 merchants that accept
PIN debit. Additionally, we implemented fee changes in April 2007 that increased
PIN debit interchange revenue to card issuers approximately 8 percent. We have
increased PIN debit interchange revenue by more than 25 percent in less than
three years.
All of us at PULSE are very excited about 2008. With your continued support
and the efforts of our dedicated staff, we are very optimistic about the future of
debit and the future of your network.
Thanks again, and have a great New Year!
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
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within targeted groups of similar customers. In his second webinar, Trachtman
presented an overview of the problem of
debit card fraud and discussed how careful analysis of institutions’ own data
should be a primary strategy for fighting
debit card fraud as well as for building
debit card profitability.
Institutions should determine how
much in fraud-fighting resources they
can afford, how much fraud loss they can
absorb and how their own fraud mitigation policy affects their customers. The
key is not in following the tactics others
popularize, but in gathering the right
data from transaction details and customer usage patterns, analyzing it, and
making strategic decisions based on the
results.
“The fraudsters are analyzing information to build more sophisticated
attacks. Institutions need to use their
own data as aggressively as the bad guys
to make the best decisions when it comes
to combating fraud,” said Trachtman.
The final webinar, presented by Lee
Wetherington of Goldleaf Financial
Solutions, offered several suggestions
about how to build profits through capitalizing on emerging technologies. As the
demographics of bank customers shift to
younger and more technologically savvy
consumers, new payment preferences are
inevitable.
In addition, new merchant segments
are luring consumers to more varied
payment options. Wetherington discussed how institutions need to keep
pace with innovations, while holding
costs down, maintaining data security
and not alienating traditional customers,
if they want to stay ahead.

P U L S E P r o d u c t F o c us

PULSE Knows PIN Debit

A

pioneer in the evolution of 		
electronic payments, PULSE has
distinguished itself as one of the
nation’s leading debit networks. As a
PULSE financial institution participant,
you can benefit from a full range of
proven payment solutions, including
ATM services, PIN and signature debit
products, stored value card programs,
PINless bill payment and a surcharge-free
ATM alliance.
“Since our inception in 1981, we
have brought a full range of debit products and services along with exceptional
value to all network participants,” stated
Cindy Ballard, PULSE’s executive vice
president of communications and marketing. “We have created TouchPoints 		
to provide our participants insight into
our individual products and services.
Beginning with this issue of
PULSATIONS, and running throughout
2008, we will feature a key product or
service in each issue. I believe you will
find this column both informative and
valuable.”
Humble beginnings
The PULSE PAY® service was
launched in 1985, long before debit
became the phenomenon it is today. For
the first time, consumers could purchase
goods and services and receive cash back
at retail locations using the same card
and PIN as at the ATM. Initially, the
PULSE PAY service was offered by a
handful of gasoline stations, grocers and
assorted retailers.

• Greater security than signature
debit transactions
• Option for cash back gets cash out
of the system

the country, 78 percent accept PIN debit.
Of those that accept PIN debit, 100
percent accept PULSE PAY.
Stated simply, PULSE PAY is fast,
cost effective and secure. PIN debit
benefits retailers, consumers and financial institutions alike.

Debit cards are increasingly the preferred method of payment among both
consumers and merchants. From theme
parks in Florida to coffee houses in
Seattle, from lobster eateries in Maine to
the beaches of Waikiki, PULSE PAY
extends the reach of your payments
network and provides increased debit
transaction volume and revenue.

Benefits to financial institutions
• High transaction interchange
revenue for issuers
• No switch fee to issuers on PIN
debit transactions
• Greater security than checks, credit
cards and signature debit
• Provides cardholders with preferred
payment method
• Minimizes processing of checks,
cash and credit cards
• Enhances relationships with
existing retail accounts
• Offers opportunity to cross sell
new retail accounts

A bright future
“With consumers conducting billions
of debit transactions a year, there has
never been a better time to put PIN debit
to work for your bottom line,” said
Judith McGuire, PULSE’s vice president
of retail services. “And nobody puts the
power of PIN debit to work in more ways
than PULSE.”
PULSE is currently supporting a
pilot that enables consumers to pay at
the table using their debit cards at
restaurants. This service will allow
PULSE participants to offer PIN debit
to full-service restaurants nationwide.
For more information on the PULSE
PAY service or pay at the table, contact
your PULSE relationship manager or
visit www.pulse-eft.com.

Benefits to consumers
• Faster and more convenient than
checks and credit cards
• Secure, hassle-free payment method
• Option for cash back available at
many merchant locations
• Avoids credit balances and interest
Benefits to retailers
• Guaranteed transaction
• Faster than checks
• More cost effective than checks and
credit cards

Strong PIN leadership
Merchants and consumers alike
readily recognized the inherent advantages of PIN debit. This leading-edge
payment method gained momentum
quickly. Today, PULSE PAY is one of the
industry’s top PIN debit programs. This
proven service links cardholders nationwide to point-of-sale terminals at retail
locations across the country.
PIN debit growth has been averaging
approximately 20 percent per year in the
U.S. This growth, and the success of PIN
debit, is backed by strong consumer
preference for this payment type, high
merchant acceptance and continued
support of financial institutions.
PULSE PAY is the ideal way to
enable cardholders to make purchases
using debit. Of the top 250 retailers in

w w w .p u l s e - e f t .c o m
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26

billion

transactions
Consumers used
their debit cards
more than 26
billion times in
2006 to spend
more than
$1 trillion.
- The Nilson Report

Complimentary Workshop, Golf Tour

S

cheduled for April 28-30 at the
Wynn Las Vegas resort, the 2008
PULSE Conference, P3 – Protect,
Perform, Profit, is taking shape.
In addition to an exciting lineup of
nationally recognized general session
speakers (visit www.pulse-eft.com/conference for details), the conference will
feature a wide range of optional
activities.
“By all measures, the 2007 PULSE
Conference was a tremendous success,”
stated Cindy Ballard, PULSE’s executive
vice president of communications and
marketing. “While the pre-conference
workshop and golf tournament are
expected to fill quickly, we have added a
number of other optional activities for
2008, with both attendees and guests in
mind.”

Pre-conference
Workshop
Monday, April 28
12:30 p.m. − 4:30 p.m.
(Free with Full Paid Registration)

Protect Topic: Cyber Crimes
Keith Mularski
Supervisory Special Agent
Cyber Division
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

Perform Topic: Customer Service
Susan Nokes
Senior Vice President
Customer Service
T-Mobile U.S.A.

Keith Mularski is a Supervisory
Special Agent assigned to the Cyber
Division of the FBI. Mularski has
worked on a number of high profile
investigations such as the Robert
Hanssen espionage investigation and the
9/11 terrorist attack on the Pentagon. In
2005, Mularski transferred to the FBI’s
Cyber Division and is now detailed to
the National Cyber-Forensics and
Training Alliance (NCFTA) in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The NCFTA is
a joint partnership between law enforcement, academia and industry which seeks
to maximize overlapping public/private
resource synergies creating a dynamic
cyber-nerve-center for tactical and proactive responses to cyber-crime.

Susan Nokes serves as senior vice
president of customer service for
T-Mobile. Nokes is responsible for leading 11,000 customer service professionals
in delivering a world class experience at
T-Mobile, including customer, financial,
business and technical care; outsourcing;
wireless number portability; and wholesale operations. In less than two years,
Nokes led T-Mobile from worst in wireless customer service satisfaction to first,
as recognized by the coveted J.D. Power
and Associates award for “Highest
Ranked Wireless Customer Service
Provider” in its Customer Care
Performance Study for an unprecedented
two consecutive years (2004-2005).

Golf Clinic and
Tournament
Monday, April 28
9:45 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.
($150, Transportation Included)

Moderated by PULSE’s Judith
McGuire, vice president of retail sales,
the pre-conference workshop will cover
the principal P3 tenets – Protect, Perform
and Profit. These tightly focused sessions
will provide in-depth information needed
to help maximize the full potential of
your debit programs.

Golf Clinic
Led by Gary McCord
Gary McCord is well known for
enduring 23 years and 422 tournaments
on the PGA Tour without a single victory. “Trapped in the headlights of bankruptcy,” as he liked to describe it,
McCord pursued other avenues and
found himself launched into the world of
broadcasting. Eighteen years later,

McCord is still providing color commentary for CBS. In 1999, McCord joined
the Champions Tour. He won the first
and last events of the year.
McCord has also established himself
as a talented author. The third edition of
his best-selling instructional manual,
Golf for Dummies, was released in 2006.
Non-golfers might recognize McCord
for his appearance in the Kevin Costner
movie, Tin Cup, in which he played
himself and served as a technical director. In preparation for the film, McCord
gave Costner golf lessons.
Golf Tournament
Canyon Gate Country Club
As you play your way around
Canyon Gate’s championship caliber
course, you will sense that it was
designed and shaped not only to please
the eye, but also to challenge your skills.
Lagoons, waterfalls and sand break up
the 160 acres of hybrid Bermuda fairways
and bent grass greens. Designed by Ted
Robinson, Canyon Gate’s 18 holes play
to a length of 6,742 yards, rewarding
accuracy and skill over strength. To add
“character” to the course, millions of
cubic feet of earth were moved and
shaped to create gently rolling terrain 		
to test the mettle of players for years to
come.

Keith Mularski

Gary McCord

Susan Nokes

N o v e m b e r
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rnament Among Conference Options
Optional Entertainment
Las Vegas “Wildlife” Tour
Mandalay Bay
Sunday, April 27
1:00 p.m. − 5:00 p.m.
($80, Transportation Included)
Participants in this program will
begin by visiting the Shark Reef at
Mandalay Bay, one of the largest exhibits
of its kind. The aquarium houses more
than 1,200 different species of aquatic
life. The next stop is the Secret Garden of
Siegfried and Roy set in an indoor tropical rain forest. After a stroll through the
rain forest, guests will tour the dolphin
habitat that is home to a family of
Atlantic Bottlenose Dolphins. Last is a
visit to the exotic jungle setting of the
garden where participants will see the
White Lions of Timbavati, as well as
Siegfried and Roy’s Royal White Tigers.
Lake Mead Cruise
Lake Mead, Nevada
Monday, April 28
12:30 p.m. − 4:00 p.m.
($65, Transportation Included)
This cruise will take guests along the
largest national man-made lake aboard a
Mississippi-style paddle-wheel boat to
view the mountain scenery. While
cruising through the Boulder Islands,
guests will have an opportunity to see the
Hoover Dam, Arizona Paint Pots, Castle
Reef and Sentinel Island.

Register Online

Mystère
Treasure Island
Monday, April 28
9:30 p.m.
($99, Upper Mezzanine)

Online registration for the 2008
PULSE Conference and all conference
activities is available at www.pulse-eft.
com/conference. You can register for the
conference, reserve a spot at the free
pre-conference workshop, sign up for
golf, make hotel reservations, purchase
show tickets and much more. Spouse/
guest passes are available for $150, and
include attendance at receptions, breakfasts and lunch. Register by February 28
and receive the early registration fee of
$395. For more information, contact
Melissa Voelkner at 920-453-9677 or by
e-mail at mvoelkner@pulse-eft.com.

Honored five times by the Las Vegas
Review-Journal as “Best Production
Show,” Mystère will take guests on a
journey to the edge of human potential.
An unusual cast of characters make their
appearance, each symbolizing a facet of
the human drama. The international cast
features 72 dancers, singers, musicians,
champion-caliber acrobats and one
misguided clown.
Mamma Mia!
Mandalay Bay
Tuesday, April 29
7:30 p.m.
($105, Mezzanine E-G)

Las Vegas “Wildlife” Tour

This irresistible love story of family
and friendship is known to have guests
dancing in the aisles. Set on a tiny mythical Greek Island, Mamma Mia! tells the
story of a young woman, about to be
married, who discovers her mother’s
secret diary and learns that any one of
three suitors could be her father. She
invites all three to her wedding hoping
that she will determine who her father is
before the ceremony takes place.

Mamma Mia!

Lake Mead Cruise
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Gift Cards: More Options, Less Worry

PULSE Access® Agent Program Takes the Risk Out of Consumer Gift Cards

T

he popularity of stored value
cards has spread rapidly in recent
years, and continues to gain
momentum as more and more consumers
experience the convenience and ease of

use. Gift cards lead the pack, with family
cards and payroll cards hot on their
heels. But many financial institutions are
unable or uncomfortable participating in
stored value programs because of potential risk factors.
This is where PULSE steps in. The
PULSE Access Agent Program assumes
much of the liability involved in stored
value cards, while financial institutions
enjoy the benefits of offering these cards
to their account holders.

DebitProtect

SM

What are my choices?
		Stored value cards are available in a
variety of formats, each serving a specific
purpose. Gift cards are increasingly
employed as a replacement for cash gifts
and paper gift certificates. They are easier
to keep on hand than paper certificates,
safer to carry than cash and more convenient to use than either.
Family cards draw on a co-managed
account with pre-defined controls, such
as restricting use to certain types of merchants, receiving e-mail alerts and setting
authorization limits. These cards are ideal
for parents with college students or teens,
senior adults or other family members for
which restricted use is appropriate.
Commercial account holders are
finding that payroll and expense cards
are an easy, low-cost alternative to issuing
checks or corporate credit cards. Payroll
cards are well suited for employers who
do not provide direct deposit, or who
employ a large number of individuals
without traditional checking accounts.
Expense cards are a convenient way to
manage employee travel and other corporate expenses incurred on a regular basis.

program in 2008, including family and
payroll cards, as well as three reloadable
cards: family/teen, personal spend and
travel cards.
Participants now have the opportunity to gain substantial revenue from the
sale of stored value cards, with limited
liability. PULSE bears the responsibility
of customer and chargeback support,
fraud risk and lost or stolen cards, allowing financial institutions to focus on
selling cards. The Agent Program offers
a fast, 30-day set-up so you can get
started quickly.
Other benefits to financial
institutions include:
• Protecting and enhancing
relationships with commercial
and retail account holders
• Providing the opportunity to
cross-sell both commercial clients
and cardholders
• Growing your brand through
enhanced services and optional
custom-branded cards
• Retaining valuable account holders
with popular, diversified product
offerings

What does the agent do for me?
Currently, the PULSE Access Agent
Program offers gift cards exclusively.
Several more options will be added to the

value cards have the option of activating
the card at the time of purchase so that it
can be used immediately. Card recipients
can access and review the card’s balance
and transaction history at any time via
telephone or the Internet. And if a card is
lost or stolen, a replacement card is available for a nominal fee.
Stored value cards have opened new
doors to consumers with a level of freedom and convenience previously unheard
of by eliminating the need to choose the
right store from which to purchase a gift
certificate. With Discover®, Visa® and
MasterCard® co-branded gift cards, consumers are now able to shop anywhere 		
in the world where Discover® Debit,
Visa Check Card or Debit MasterCard
are accepted, simply by signing for the
purchase.
For more information on how the
PULSE Access Agent Gift Card Program
can work for your financial institution,
contact PULSE at 800-420-2122, or visit
www.pulse-eft.com.

What about my cardholders?
PULSE offers a number of conveniences to purchasers and cardholders.
For instance, those purchasing stored

Satisfies CUNA Mutual Requirements

Working Together to Prevent Fraud

P

ULSE has confirmed that CUNA
Mutual Group will accept
DebitProtect (implemented network-wide in September) as meeting
CUNA Mutual’s current Plastic Card
Underwriting Requirements. The system
enables PULSE credit union participants
to satisfy the need for 24/7 monitoring
of suspect transactions.
DebitProtect, which uses a neural
network-based model specifically configured for the debit environment, determines the probability that a transaction
is fraudulent. This easy to use system
does not require any technical changes
on the part of PULSE participants.
“As part of our goal to offer our
participants service capabilities that
bring real value, PULSE is committed 		
to investing in key resources,” said
Warren Coles, PULSE executive vice
president and chief operating officer.
“DebitProtect is an example of that commitment, and was designed with our
participants’ needs in mind.”
N o v e m b e r

“Plastic card fraud is an industrywide problem, and it’s important for all
stakeholders to work together to identify
and implement solutions,” said Chuck
Cashman, CUNA Mutual Director of
Product Management, Plastic Card.
“EFT networks, such as PULSE, play an
important role in helping protect credit
unions and their members.”
In order for PULSE network participants to get the greatest benefit from the
system, they need to take an active role.
New requirements in the PULSE
Operating Rules and Procedures prescribe
that all network participants register two
designated contacts who will be given
access to the DebitProtect system. In

CUNA Mutual Group, the leading
provider of financial services to credit
unions and their members worldwide,
has worked closely with credit unions,
plastic card processors and industry
experts to actively promote loss prevention services and tools to help credit
unions significantly reduce plastic card
losses.
In 2006, the company teamed with
industry experts to develop a comprehensive guide to Plastic Card Security Best
Practices. The Plastic Card Policy and
Plastic Card/PIN endorsement of the
Credit Union Bond are underwritten by
CUMIS Insurance Society, Inc., a
member of CUNA Mutual Group.

/ D e c e m b e r
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addition, financial institutions are
required to submit confirmed fraud cases
monthly to PULSE. This is necessary to
customize the neural model to the participants’ cardholder patterns, which
allows the system to provide even more
precise scoring of individual issuers’
transactions.
For questions on DebitProtect, or to
register users, contact a member of the
PULSE Fraud Team at 800-420-2122.
For information about CUNA Mutual’s
Plastic Card Policy, contact CUNA
Mutual Group’s Credit Union Protection
Response Center at 800-637-2676.

Fighting Debit Card Fraud

DebitProtect Provides Randolph Brooks’ Members Early Warning
SM

L

“We are always looking for
ways to add new value for
our members. Neural
network technology is
regarded as the leading
edge of fraud detection,
so helping with the PULSE
system seemed like a
golden opportunity.”
– Brian Munsterteiger
Senior ATM/Debit Specialist
Randolph Brooks

DebitProtect Basics
DebitProtect provides risk scoring for
all PULSE issuer transactions switched
on the PULSE network: PIN, signature
and PINless. The score generated by the
neural model represents the probability
the scored transaction is fraudulent.
To score transaction probability, the
model compares a current transaction
against examples and then computes a
fraud score. Scores that exceed a preset
threshold trigger alert e-mails sent to
institutions’ designated personnel in near
real time. Users are directed to log on to
a secure Web site to review details about
the suspect transaction’s information and
classify it as either “fraud” or “not fraud.”
This information is fed back into the
DebitProtect neural model to enhance its
precision. After classifying the suspect
transaction, the institution determines
the next course of action based on its
fraud mitigation policy.

aunched in September, PULSE’s
DebitProtect is a neural-network
based fraud detection service that
calculates the probability that a transaction is fraudulent. By providing an early
warning system for issuers, DebitProtect
gives them a chance to research suspected
fraudulent transactions, and, if appropriate, block subsequent transactions made
with the same card. The system is
designed to
curtail financial institutions’ losses in
the face of the
growing risk
of debit card fraud and to help maintain
consumer confidence in debit.
Randolph Brooks – Partnering
with PULSE
Randolph Brooks Federal Credit
Union, located in Live Oak, Texas, is a
full-service financial cooperative owned
and operated by its South Texas members. It is also one of the 14 financial
institutions selected to be a development
partner for the DebitProtect system.
After learning the service was being
designed for ease of use and would not
require any technical changes on the part
of PULSE participants, Randolph Brooks
was interested in joining the pilot.
“We were asked if we wanted to be a
beta development partner for this system
and we were happy to participate. We are
always looking for ways to add new value
for our members. Neural network technology is regarded as the leading edge of
fraud detection, so helping with the
PULSE system seemed like a golden
opportunity,” said Brian Munsterteiger,
senior ATM/debit specialist at Randolph
Brooks, which has approximately
175,000 cardholders.

Positive Results
Randolph Brooks started receiving 		
its fraud alerts in June. “We saw alerts
on our first day. In the beginning, we
were getting more than 20 alerts on a
daily basis,” said Munsterteiger.
Munsterteiger explained that his
institution was attentive to the alerts they
received. “We were diligent about going
onto the Web and classifying them, and
that paid off. Our number of alerts has
dropped to ten or less per day,” he said.
Randolph Brooks was already using
two other fraud detection systems, primarily for credit transactions. “The
PULSE system not only added debit
transaction scoring to our arsenal, but, in
several cases, PULSE found fraud that
was missed by the other systems,” continued Munsterteiger.
Munsterteiger feels the PULSE
system’s neural network technology is a
big value for Randolph Brooks, because

it continually becomes more sophisticated
in its scoring. He gave an example of a
member who often travels to the
Philippines as part of his job. Initially, the
system alerted on his transactions, but it
soon learned not to alert for transactions
from the Philippines for that card.
Worth the Effort
Munsterteiger acknowledges that
additional time and resources are required
to review and classify the suspect transactions, which come in at varying volumes
at different times during each week.
“I usually handle the fraud classification, but we have two other people
authorized and trained as users to back
me up if I am out. On Mondays I might
spend a half day working on these,
because they have built up over the
weekend,” he said. “But most days I can
complete the research in an hour. The
time spent is well worth it,” said
Munsterteiger.
“The system has gotten better every
month we have used it, with a better false
positive ratio and faster response. Right
now the PULSE system is catching 15 to
20 fraudulent transactions per month. It
should keep right on improving for us.”
The responsiveness of the PULSE
team has been a benefit for Randolph
Brooks. “PULSE has been very responsive
to our needs, especially for making the
alerts Web site even easier to use,” said
Munsterteiger.
DebitProtect is being rolled out in
phases, with enhancements provided
during each phase.
More information about DebitProtect
is available on the PULSE Web site at
www.pulse-eft.com/pulsesecurity.

PULSE Delivers Participants New Products, Greater Value (continued from page 1)
Value-added Services
In February, PULSE released the
results of its 2007 Debit Issuer Study. This
comprehensive analysis of the U.S. debit
card industry provides valuable insights
into areas such as transaction activity,
fees and fraud losses.
“The payments industry has come to
rely on the trends revealed by the PULSE
Debit Issuer Study,” said Cindy Ballard,
PULSE’s executive vice president of communications and marketing. “We plan to

More information on many of the
2008 Enhancements
programs and initiatives described in this
As part of its ongoing effort to
article is available on the PULSE Web
maximize participant value, PULSE is
planning the following network enhance- site at www.pulse-eft.com.
ments throughout 2008:
• Adding automated authorization
blocking to the DebitProtect service
• Expanding DebitProtect to enable
financial institutions to set customized fraud score thresholds, as well
as to facilitate benchmark and peer
reporting
• Achieving the network-wide transaction message encryption goal

update the study in 2008 and look
forward to sharing the results with all of
our participants.”
PULSE conducted its annual ATM
& Debit Card Safety Awareness Month
campaign in June, with an increased
focus on privacy and fraud protection.
Network participants were offered
various materials to assist in educating
cardholders, including card protectors,
deposit envelopes, statement inserts,
electronic brochures and online links.
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New Payment Option Available
on Updated PULSE Marketplace
PULSE offers a variety of resources
and materials to financial institution
participants. PULSE financial institutions can order PULSE research documents, statement inserts, decals and
other materials online by visiting the
PULSE Marketplace on the PULSE Web
site at www.pulse-eft.com.
Two payment options are available:
financial institutions can pay by credit/
debit card or they can choose to be
invoiced for the order. All orders will be
shipped via UPS ground delivery for

arrival within three to five business days.
An option is available to place rush
orders at an additional charge.
If you have any questions about the
Web site registration process, please
e-mail webmaster@pulse-eft.com or call
Ralynn Bowden at 800-420-2122.

New and Improved PULSE ATM List Manager

T

o simplify the process of uploading ATMs, PULSE has upgraded
its ATM List Manager.
The new ATM List Manager offers
several features, including the option to
add a single ATM location, bulk upload a
list of ATM locations, edit an existing
location and export a list of ATM locations that have been added to the site.
Additional Benefits
• Participants can add a link to their
Web site connecting directly to the
PULSE ATM locator at no charge.
• Participants who participate in
PULSE’s surcharge free program,
Select ATM®, can link to the Select
ATM locator site.

• PULSE will report ATM locations
to the national networks (Discover,
Visa − PLUS, MasterCard −
Cirrus) on behalf of PULSE
participants.
• Cardholders can search for their
institution’s national network ATM
locations directly from the site.
		To access the ATM List Manager,
log on to the PULSE Web site at
www.pulse-eft.com and click on ATM
Locator Update under the PULSE
Bulletin. Should you have any questions
or problems, e-mail Technical Support at
PULSE-ATMDB@talisentech.com.

Register, Update and WIN!
Explore the future of debit at the Wynn Las Vegas by winning
a full 2008 PULSE Conference registration.
For a chance to win a conference registration, simply access
PULSE’s enhanced ATM List Manager before February 1, 2008
and update your financial institution’s ATM locations. Names
of two individuals will be drawn to receive a complimentary
conference registration.
The winners will be announced in the January/February
edition of PULSATIONS.
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